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A Model for the Determination of the Resisting Torque of the Rolling
Bearing Cage Motion of Slow-Speed Kinematic Pairs
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Abstract. A simpliﬁed, plane model for determination of resisting torques of the rolling bearing cage
motion of low speed kinematic pairs is presented. The considerations are devoted to an arbitrary
character of the point contact of a rolling element–cage pairs lying in a plane which is crossing the
rolling elements in their geometrical centre. The model has been developed on the basis of the analysis of motion kinematics of a bearing track and rolling elements. The proposed algorithm allows for
continuous tracking the resisting torque of the cage and its components during the kinematic pair
motion.
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Nomenclature.
D
Dm
Fk
Fk1 ,Fk2
Fkt
mk
MT k
p
q̇j −1 , q̇j
q̇t
ri
rkp , gp , Dmp
um
Tk1 , Tk2

∗

diameter of the rolling bearing groove (m).
pitch diameter of the bearing (m).
resultant reaction between the i-th rolling element and the
cage (N).
reaction components (normal) between the rolling element and
the cage in the ﬁrst and second contact point, respectively (N).
total reaction force between the cage and the rolling element
assembly (N).
mass of the bearing cage (kg).
resisting torque of the rolling bearing cage motion (N mm).
number of contact points of the model under analysis (–).
angular velocity of the inner and outer bearing track, respectively (rad/s).
angular velocity vector of the rolling element around its own
axis of rotation (rad/s).
radius of the ith rolling element (mm).
circumferential and radial geometrical quantities, p = 1, 2, see
Figure 1, of locations of the rolling element–cage pair contact
points (mm).
circumferential velocity vector of the rolling assembly (rad/s).
friction forces between the rolling element and the cage in the
ﬁrst and second contact point, respectively (N).
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z
αl
χ

χp
γ
µ
θp

number of bearing rolling elements (–).
bearing operating angle (catalogue and real value is presented
in Table 1) (rad).
angle between the direction of the vector of the resultant reaction force of the i-th rolling element–cage pair and the tangential to the pitch diameter of the bearing in the pitch centre of
the rolling element (rad).
auxiliary angles of locations of the rolling element–cage pair
contact points, p = 1, 2, see Figure 1, (rad).
angle between rolling elements (rad).
dynamic friction coefﬁcient of the ith rolling element–cage
contact (–), Table 1.
angles that determine the locations of the rolling element–cage
pair contacts with respect to the rolling element pitch centre,
p = 1, 2, see Figure 1, (rad).

1. Introduction and Assumptions
Generally, models of rolling bearings which can be found in literature can be divided
in two groups. The ﬁrst includes mathematical models which are based on numerical simulations of bearings behavior [1–3]. The second group includes an empirical
and engineering models [4–6] which can be used in practical applications, also for
diagnostics [7,8]. Difﬁculty is placed in connection of both above mentioned ways to
utilize models working in real time. Variety of the bearings work characteristics and
the bearings construction complicate formulation of an universal model. With regard
to small importance of resistance to motion of the rolling elements–cage contact in
most applications of rolling bearings lacks of any universal model. Beside, models
which can be found in literature allow for approximation of resistance to motion of
pair the rolling elements – cage. These methods are based on empirical coefﬁcients
connected with lubrication resistance [5,9], A procedure based on graph theory and
matrix approach has been proposed in paper [10]. In this case the reliability evaluation and rolling element analysis is developed. High-speed ball bearings subjected
to both axial and radial loads are investigated in paper [11]. Through the geometric analysis of a ball bearing and the force balance, several parameters can be easily obtained, like the normal forces acting on the contact points, the contact angle at
either the inner or the outer raceways that vary with the bearing position angles. This
allows analysing cage’s angular velocity and thus the rolling elements–cage contact.
In the presented paper under assumptions taken below, formulation of simultaneous mathematical and practical models of resistance of the cage are shown. The
main task of a rolling bearing is to transfer a radial or longitudinal force, whereas
in order to maintain the bearing in motion, it is necessary to apply to it a moment
of force balancing the resisting torque. The resistance to motion in a rolling bearing
results, ﬁrst of all, from the hysteresis of deformations of bearing elements, the character of an inﬂuence of a lubricating ﬁlm, forging of bearing rolling elements in a
lubricating medium, slides and microslides between rolling elements and bearing ring
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tracks caused by deformations, the geometry of contact, a pivoting motion of rolling elements, a slide between the bearing cage and rolling elements and contact seal
slides in the case of sealed bearings. In turn, these phenomena depend generally on a
design, kind and dimensions of a bearing, a value of loading and its direction, rotational speed, a kind and properties of the lubricating medium and the way of lubrication [12,2,13]. Taking into consideration the character of bearing system operation
in actual kinematics pairs of robots, that is to say, short-term and repeatable lowspeed (low acceleration) motions, the basic factors that affect the magnitude of the
resistance to motion in a bearing are rolling friction, viscous friction, the resistance
to motion of the rolling elements-bearing cage assembly, and friction of contact seals
in the case of sealed bearings. In the present paper, the resisting torque of the rolling bearing cage motion is to be deﬁned, according to the assumption undertaken.
In the presented considerations, it has been assumed that bearing rolling elements
carry the load in the normal, direction to the cage surface. The contact between
the cage and arbitrary rolling elements is assumed as a point contact. All contact
points lie on plane which is crossing the rolling elements in their geometrical centre. A lack of deformations of the cage from the ideal circularity has been assumed
as well. This assumption is the basis of limitations related to technical processes of
the cage production [12,13]. It has been also assumed that rolling elements are symmetrically distributed on a track, they contact tracks in two opposite points at each
instant and that rolling elements do not exhibit any signiﬁcant error of shape. Assuming the motion takes place with low speed and low acceleration of kinematic pairs, it
causes lubrication is of small importance on contact, [13], and temperature does not
inﬂuence on the dimensions of the cage and rolling elements.
2. Algorithm for Determination of the Cage Resisting Torque
In this section a model has been presented and resisting torques of the bearing cage
through an analysis of the rolling elements-cage contact of the rolling bearing have
been determined. Dynamic friction between rolling elements and cage in the presented model is considered. The model does not include analysis of stiction. Cages
of rolling bearings are carried on bearing rolling elements. In order to determine
the reaction force and friction of the rolling element–cage contact, a linear contact
between the ith rolling element and the cage has been replaced by a point contact.
The number of contact points depends on the cage design, i.e., on the type of the
cage-rolling element contact pair. Taking into account the shape of cross-sections of
cages used in rolling bearings, a two-point model of contact of the rolling element
with the cage has been assumed (Figure 1). This assumption allows simplifying the
model for practical application. The presented theory concerns an arbitrary number
of contact points of the rolling element–cage pair model, including a one-point contact.
In Figure 1 the notations, which are introduced into the proposed model, can
be found. Symbols are given in Nomenclature. The friction force between a rolling
element and a cage will appear at the moment that the angular velocity vector of the
rolling element around its own axis of rotation q̇t , equation (3), and the circumferential velocity vector of the rolling assembly um , equation (4), reach values different
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the model of a two-point contact between the rolling element–cage pair
of the rolling bearing.

from zero. In order for the reaction forces between a rolling element and a cage to
occur, it is sufﬁcient when the circumferential velocity vector of the rolling assembly
um reaches a value different from zero. The angular velocity of the rolling element
assembly with respect to the inner ring can be expressed by, [13] and Figure 1,


1
2 · ri · cos(αl )
q̇m,j −1 = q̇m − q̇j −1 = (q̇j − q̇j −1 ) · 1 +
(1)
2
Dm
The circumferential velocity of the rolling part is the same as the track velocity and
thus it can be written as


Dm − 2 · ri · cos(αl )
· q̇m,j −1
(2)
q̇ =
2 · ri
Finally, the angular velocity of the rolling element around its own axis equals:



2 · ri · cos(αl ) 2
Dm
· (q̇j − q̇j −1 ) · 1 −
q̇ =
4 · ri
Dm

(3)

The relationship describing the circumferential velocity of the rolling element centre
is as follows, [13,14],





Dm
2 · ri · cos(αl )
2 · ri · cos(αl )
um =
· q̇j −1 · 1 −
+ q̇j · 1 +
(4)
4
Dm
Dm
The friction force between the i-th rolling element and the cage is equal to the sum
of friction forces acting in contact points between the rolling element and the cage,
(Figure 1),

T kp ≡ T k1 + T k2 = µ · F k1 + µ · F k2
(5)
Tk=
p
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where symbols are given in Nomenclature. Dynamic coefﬁcient of friction µ can be
assumed to vary in individual contact points.
Owing to variability in the radii along which the reaction forces that result from
cage designs act, values of friction component forces can depend on, among others,
the direction of the relative rotation of the outer and inner tack. The value of the
resultant reaction force acting between the cage and the ith rolling element, obtained
as a result of the sum of projections of the forces acting on this element on the tangential to the bearing pitch diameter in the pitch centre of the rolling element, is
equal to (see Figure 1 and Appendix),

t
t
Fk · cos(χ) =
(Fkp
+ Tkp
) ≡ Fk1 · [cos(θ1 ) − sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ1 )]
p

+Fk2 · [cos(θ2 ) + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ2 )]

(6)

as a result of the projection on the normal axis

n
n
Fk · sin(χ) =
(Fkp
+ Tkp
) ≡ Fk1 · [sin(θ1 ) + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · cos(θ1 )]
p

−Fk2 · [sin(θ2 ) − sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ2 )]

(7)

The angles θp , χ and the lengths gp (for p = 1,2), are generated below on the basis
of the trigonometric analysis of the respective triangles presented in Figure 1.
2.1. Determination of Geometrical Quantities gp as a Function of the
Rolling Element Radius and the Pitch Diameter of the Bearing and the
Contact Point of the Rolling element–Cage Assembly
The geometrical and analytical relationships that allow the determination of the
quantity g2 are shown in Figure 2(a) and in the form of the following equations:
2
+ g22 = ri2
rk2
 


Dm 2
Dm2 2
2
rk2
+ g2 +
=
2
2

(8)

Figure 2. Determination of the geometrical relations for determination of the quantities gp , p = 1, 2.
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and correspondingly, for the case of determination of the quantity g1 – in Figure 2b
and in the form of the following equations:
2
+ g12 = ri2
rk1

2 
Dm
Dm1 2
2
− g1 =
rk1 +
2
2



(9)

Sets of equations (8) and (9) have been written in the general form
2
+ gp2 = ri2
rkp


2 
Dmp 2
Dm
2
+ ρ · gp =
rkp +
2
2

(10)

where p = 1, 2, ρ = −1 <=> p = 1, ρ = 1 <=> p = 2.
While determining the quantity gp (p = 1, 2) from sets of equations (8) and (9), we
have obtained


gp = ρ · 

Dm
2

2

−

Dmp
2

2

Dm

+ ri2





(11)

where p = 1(ρ = 1), 2(ρ = −1).
2.2. Determination of the Angle χ of the Reaction Force F k Direction
Analysing Figure 3, we can write the following relationships of geometrical quantities:

Figure 3. Determination of the angle χ of the resultant reaction Fk , Figure 1.
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x 2 + y12 = ri2


Dm 2
2
2
x + y2 =
(12)
2
Dm
y1 + y2 =
2
Extracting the ﬁrst two equations of equations (12) from each other and employing
the third equation from this set of equations, through determination of the quantity y1 and its substitution into the obtained difference of the ﬁrst two equations, we
obtain
y2 =

1
2

2
· Dm
− ri2
Dm

On the basis of Figure 3, we can write


2 · y2
cos(χ) =
Dm

(13)

(14)

The angle χ of the resultant reaction force F k of the rolling element–cage pair is then
equal to


2 · ri2
(15)
χ = a cos 1 − 2
Dm
Eventually, the angles θp , χ and the lengths gp are expressed as follows:


2 · ri2
gp
θp = a sin i , χ = a cos 1 − 2
r
Dm


2
2
Dmp
Dm
2
− 2
+ ri
 2

gp = ρ · 

Dm

(16)

where p = 1(ρ = 1), 2(ρ = −1).
In the general case, the motion of the ith rolling element in the time interval t
is non-uniformly variable. The total circumferential reaction force between the rolling
elements and the cage has been expressed by the following relationship:
if

um = um (t + t) − um (t) = 0 ⇒ Fkt = mk · (g + |at |)
if um (t) = const ∧ um (t) = 0 ⇒ Fkt = mk · g
if um (t) = 0 ∧ u̇m (t) = 0 ⇒ Fkt = 0
um ∼ um
dum
at =
|t = lim
|t→0
=
t →0 t
dt
t

(17)

where t = (ti − ti−1 ) is the time interval of the motion simulation [s], and at is the
acceleration of an arbitrary rolling element (also a cage) determined at the instant
t (m/s2 ). Depending on the fact if the analytical form of the angular velocity of the
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bearing track q̇j −1 , q̇j (in the case of the bearing under analysis, the relative velocity of the bearing track in the form of equation (25) has been assumed) and the linear velocity um of the rolling element are known or only the numerical form, we can
use different relationships in order to determine the acceleration at (at in equation
(17)). In the case of a uniform motion of the ith rolling element in the time interval t (um = 0), the reaction force between the cage and the rolling element at the
instant t + t and at the instant t are equal Fkt (t + t) = Fkt (t).
The equation of moments of reaction forces and moments of friction acting
between ith rolling element and the cage with respect to the bearing axis (see Appendix for understanding signs of the particular terms) has the form

Dm1
i
i
· cos(θ1 ) · cos(χ1 ) + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) ·
MT k =p MT kp ≡ Fk1 · rk1 · sin(θ1 ) +
2



Dm1
Dm2
µ · rk1 · cos(θ1 ) −
· sin(θ1 ) · cos(χ1 ) + Fk2 ·
· cos(θ2 ) · cos(χ2 )
2
2


Dm2
−rk2 · sin(θ2 ) + sgn(q̇1 ) · sgn(um ) · µ · rk2 · cos(θ2 ) −
· sin(θ2 ) · cos(χ2 )
2
(18)
whereas






Dm − 2 · ρ · gp
2 · rkp
= a cos
χp = a sin
Dmp
Dmp

(19)

where ρ = 1(ρ = 1), 2(ρ = 2). Symbols are given in Nomenclature. The quantities
ri , Dm , Dmp are treated as geometrical data of the bearing (their values can depend of
the sense of the circumferential velocity vector of the rolling bearing assembly um ).
The geometrical quantities rkp occurring in the above-mentioned equation have
been determined from the following relation, see Figure 1:

rkp = ri2 − gp2
(20)
where ρ = 1, 2.
Employing relation (6), the equation of moments of the forces acting between the
rolling elements and the cage with respect to the bearing axis, assumes the form


Dm1
· cos(χ1 )
MT k = z Fk · cos(χ) ·
2

rk1 · sin(θ1 ) + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · rk1 · cos(θ1 )
+
cos(θ1 ) − sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ1 )
+Fk2 · [(cos(θ2 ) + sgn(q̇1 ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ2 ))·

Dm2
Dm1
· cos(χ2 ) −
· cos(χ1 ) − rk1 · sin(θ1 )·
2
2

1 + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · tan−1 (θ1 )
cos(θ1 ) − sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ1 )


+rk2 · sin(θ2 ) · sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · tan−1 (θ2 ) − 1
(21)
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whereas, employing relations (6) and (7), we can present the force Fk2 as follows:
Fk2 = Fk ·

cos(χ) · [sin(θ1 ) + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · cos(θ1 )] − sin(χ) · [cos(θ1 ) − sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ1 )]
[1 + sgn2 (q̇t ) · sgn2 (um ) · µ2 ] · [sin(θ2 ) · cos(θ1 ) + sin(θ1 ) · cos(θ2 )]
(22)

Having substituted relation (22) into (21), we ﬁnally obtain

MT k =
z


Dm1
rk1 · sin(θ1 ) + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · rk1 · cos(θ1 )
· cos(χ1 ) +
Fk · cos(χ) ·
2
cos(θ1 ) − sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ1 )
sin(θ1 ) + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · cos(θ1 ) − tan(χ) · [cos(θ1 ) − sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ1 )]
+
(1 + sgn2 (q̇t ) · sgn2 (um ) · µ2 ) · (sin(θ2 ) · cos(θ1 ) + sin(θ1 ) · cos(θ2 ))

× (cos(θ2 ) + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ2 ))

Dm2
Dm1
· cos(χ1 ) − rk1 · sin(θ1 )
· cos(χ2 ) −
2
2

1 + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · tan−1 (θ1 )
×
+ rk2 · sin(θ2 )
cos(θ1 ) − sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ1 )


−1
sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · tan (θ2 ) − 1
(23)
Ft

where the force Fk is determined from equation (17) as Fk = Zk , according to Nomenclature.
In the case of a one-point contact between the ith rolling element and the cage, as a
result of the simpliﬁcation of the above-mentioned formulas, the resisting torque of
the cage takes the form

MT k =
Fk · cos(χ) ·
z

Dm1
rk1 · sin(θ1 ) + sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · rk1 · cos(θ1 )
· cos(χ1 ) +
2
cos(θ1 ) − sgn(q̇t ) · sgn(um ) · µ · sin(θ1 )
(24)
The quantities and data of bearing which are necessary for execution of calculations
are speciﬁed in Table 1.
3. An Example of the Analysis of Resisting Torque of the Rolling Elements–Cage
Contact of a Low-Speed Kinematic Pair
In order to present an example of the numerical analysis, a 7206BE angular ball
bearing has been considered. Manipulators of industrial robots perform usually periodic motions. Therefore, the kinematic of motion of the kinematic pair is periodically variable. This periodicity can be approximated with harmonic functions. Thus,
in order to conduct an exemplary simulation, the relative velocity of the rotational
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motion between the inner and outer bearing track, have been assumed in the form
q̇ = G · [η − sin(ω · t)]

(25)

where G is the relative velocity amplitude, η denotes the parameter of the bearing
motion character, whereas ω is the angular velocity of changes in the relative motion.
Figures 4 and 5 have been drawn assuming the following values of kinematics parameters: G = 10 rad/s, η = 2, ω = 15 rad/s. A zero radial clearance and a zero value of
the angular velocity of the inner bearing ring have been assumed as well.
The values referring to dynamic dry friction coefﬁcients µ are quoted after [15,
16]. The remaining, lacking data concerning the 7206BE bearing are to be found in
[9].
Some sample results of the numerical simulations are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 4 illustrates a resultant reaction force between the ith rolling element and
the cage. In Figure 5, a sample resisting torque of the rolling elements–cage contact motion as a function of time and bearing track relative velocity, equation (25),
have been presented. The data of the rolling bearing under analysis are presented in
Table 1.
Presented results can be compared with approximated data presented in [5,13].
Comparison is possible by appointing another type of components of resistance to
the motion. Subtraction of components of resistance to motion from total resistance (which can be found in the literature in form of empirical coefﬁcients) allows
to approximate the value of resistance of the rolling elements–cage motion. This
approach allows to found general differences which do not exceed 10% in the considered case and follow particular assumptions [5,13,17]. Presented model is a part
of the algorithm for estimation of the resistance in rolling kinematic pairs of rotary
type manipulators to the motion. The algorithm of this analysis can be found in [17].
Conclusions
A model of the analysis of the resisting torque of a low speed and low acceleration
motion of the cage, based on the analysis of the rolling elements–cage pair contact of

Figure 4. Resultant reaction force between the ith rolling element and the cage.
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Figure 5. Resisting torque of the rolling elements–cage assembly.
Table 1.
Number of rolling elements z(–)

12

Dynamic friction coefﬁcient µ (–)

0.05

Rolling element radius ri (m)

0.00475

Diameter of the rolling bearing groove D (m)

0.0365

Angle between rolling elements γ (◦ )

30

Bearing angle α1 (◦ )

40/41.7

Mass of the bearing cage mk (kg)

0.008

Pitch diameter Dm (m)

0.046

Inner diameter Dm1 (m)

0.043

the rolling bearing, has been presented. The considerations refer to an arbitrary character of the point contact of the cage-rolling element pair. In the model it is assumed
that all contact points lie in the plane crossing the rolling elements in their geometrical centre.
The algorithm allows for continuous tracing the resisting torque and its components in the form of the moment of friction and the moment of reaction of the
rolling elements–cage assembly during operation of the low-speed and low acceleration kinematic pair. The presented model can be applied in analysis of resistance to
motion of rolling kinematic pairs of manipulators. Its advantage is a possibility of
easy application.
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Figure 6. Reaction forces of the rolling element–cage assembly of the rolling bearing. The quantities
um and q̇t are expressed by Equations (4) and (3), correspondingly.

Appendix
In Figure 6, an analysis of senses of component forces and of moments of reaction
and friction of the rolling element–cage assembly with respect to the longitudinal axis
‘0’ of the bearing is shown.
Table 2 presents an analysis of components of reaction and friction forces of the
rolling element–cage assembly of the rolling bearing.
Table 2.
 (Fkp , Tkp , Mi0 ) :

1

2

3

4

Fk1 · sin(θ1 )
Fk1 · sin(θ2 )
Fk1 · cos(θ1 )
Fk1 · cos(θ2 )
Tk1 · cos(θ1 )
Tk1 · sin(θ1 )
Tk1 · cos(θ2 )
Tk1 · sin(θ2 )

+
−
+
+
+
−
+
+

+
−
+
+
−
+
−
−

+
−
+
+
−
+
−
−

+
−
+
+
+
−
+
+

The form, in which the senses of components of forces and moments of forces as a
function of the kinematics of the rolling elements and track motion, shown in Equations (6), (7) and (18), results from the analysis that has been carried out.
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